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Cat Games 1.5 for iPad Releases to the App Store
Published on 06/02/12
Big Monk Games today is pleased to announce Cat Games version 1.5, a complete overhaul of
their original succesful product. As one of the original cat games available for iPad,
version 1.5 delivers a more polished product with updated visuals and sound as well as a
new game for cats to play. Big Monk Games researched colors that are within the cats
spectrum of sight as well as did extensive testing stimulating movement. Levels include a
mouse, fish, baby chick, spider, laser, and more.
Cohoes, New York - Cat Games version 1.5 releases for iPad. Cat Games is a game for cats
and their owners to play on the iPad iOS platform developed by Big Monk Games. As one of
the original apps designed for cats avaialable in the App Store, With Cat Games for iPad,
Big Monk Games has tested many options for gameplay for cats which includes 9 games for
cats with more on the way. Cat Games has received some very good reviews by press such as
the Touch Arcade podcast episode 14 "Kitty Korner" pick. Quotes include: "My cat loves the
bug one.", "Who needs to buy a dollar string and ball toy?", and "I was super jazzed that
my cat liked it and was entertained for a long while." Cat Games now allows owners to
interact with their cat in the fish game by swiping the screen to have the fish follow
their finger swipe.
Cat Games has a complete overhaul. Version 1.5 delivers a more polished product with
updated visuals and sound as well as a new game for cats to play. Levels include a mouse,
fish, baby chick, spider, laser, string and ball and much more . Big Monk Games researched
colors that are within the cats spectrum of sight as well as did extensive testing
stimulating movement. Cat Games will continue to receive periodic updates with more cat
and owner interaction and new games for cats to play.
Big Monk Games will be donating $0.25 for every purchase of "Cat Games" for iPad in the
month of June, 2012 to the Mohawk Hudson Humane Society of Albany New York.
Features:
* 9 variety of games for cats to play
* Owner and cat interaction within the Fish game
* Rendered 3D models for the Mouse, Fish, Spider, and Baby Chick levels
* Worldwide availability within the App Store
* Physics enabled bouncing flashing ball game
Device Requirements:
* iPad 1st Generation or later.
* Requires iOS 3.2 or higher
* 13.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Cat Games 1.5 is only $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Entertainment category.
Big Monk Games:
http://www.bigmonkgames.com/
Cat Games 1.5:
http://www.bigmonkgames.com/catgames/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/cat-games/id455038853
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App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/095/Purple/v4/01/d6/ca/01d6ca4e-9edbc323-155e-2fbd0f90e03e/mza_4314165542092577469.175x175-75.jpg
Promo Code Requests:
http://www.bigmonkgames.com/contact-us/

Located in Cohoes, New York, United States Big Monk Games was founded in 2009 by Michael
Cozzolino. All Material and Software (C) 2009-2012 Big Monk Games / All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPod, the iPod logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
###
Michael Cozzolino
Owner
support@bigmonkgames.com
*******
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